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By different users, when downloading Metin2 Bot 2011 via torrenting through the internet, they found out that the game was unable to save progress. Now you can choose one of the following options. You can buy the official patch, you can free download a demo version. Metin2 Bot 2011
users can have the freedom of choice. However, don't forget that the official patch enables you to get rid of the upgraded to official patch. This means that the official patch may not have all the features which are yet to be updated by other developers. This also means that you cannot
download Metin2 yourself without installing these patches. If you have the patience to download Metin2 without paying the money, you should go with the demo version instead. The demo version is only available for Linux and in case you really want to download, the demo version is the
choice for you. One of the most typical errors in the game's performance is the loading of the background image. Unlike other games, in Metin2, once the game finishes, the screen only becomes a black screen and a music sound so it is easy to even miss the loading point. If there are errors
while loading, this can result in a crash of Metin2. Metin2 will accept non-Steam authentication with its free version. Some users of the free version of the game discovered that installing the official patch causes the game to restart on its own. While this is not the case with the official patch,
it is a good idea to play the game without the official patch and wait until an official patch is released. This will save you from possible troubles.
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